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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Little is publicly known about the thousands of skilled workers
who rotate in and out of northern Alberta’s remote oil and
gas worksites. There is no substantive data about who these
workers are or what their work life is like. Nor is there sufficient
information on the impact this rotational workforce has on local
communities and the Aboriginal population.
Rotational work is not new. The nature,
magnitude and location of the work in
Alberta’s oil and gas industry drive the
need for a rotational workforce and the
camps to accommodate them. In the
last decade, rotational work arrangements have grown in number, becoming
commonplace and essential to oil and gas
operations, and the industry’s construction
and maintenance projects. It is a nimble
workforce, expanding and contracting with
changes in operating requirements and the
rise and fall of oil and gas prices.

The primary source of information
produced in this report comes first-hand –
through multiple interviews with workers,
oil and gas companies, and camp providers,
as well as on-site camp visits and two
surveys – the first with respondents from
the Manufacturers Association for Relocatable Structures (MARS) and the second
with representatives of oil sands companies. Secondary sources include a variety
of domestic and international literature.

Essentially, all field workers employed by
oil and gas seismic, drilling, completions
and well servicing companies are considered rotational in that the nature of work
typically requires employees to work away
from home for extended periods of time. All
rotational arrangements include a specific
number of days in (at work) and days
out (off work) and scheduled daily work
hours (day, night or other varied shifts) as
required by operations.
This report aims to serve the needs and
interests of multiple audiences – the
provincial government, workers, career
planners, communities, camp operators, the
oil and gas industry and others. It describes
the nature and experience of Alberta’s oil
and gas rotational workforce that reside
in camps. And it attempts to demystify
what has become an established industry
practice where little information exists.
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Little current, reliable statistical data
related to the rotational workforce exists
and remains challenging to address.
However, this report does examine the
trends and demographic shifts in the
rotational workforce since the early 2000s.
For example, contrary to the common
perception that Alberta’s oil and gas
workers are generally young and single,
more rotational workers are older and
married or in common-law relationships.

1

PROVIDING CHOICE
TO WORKERS HAS
INCREASED ROTATIONAL
OPTIONS AND THE
CALIBRE OF CAMP
FACILITIES IN ALBERTA,
LEADING TO IMPROVED
WORKER ATTRACTION,
RETENTION AND
PRODUCTIVITY.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Similarly, the report explores another
common perception – that a rotational
workforce is a temporary business choice.
However, for the oil and gas industry,
rotational workforce arrangements are a
permanent requirement. For oil and gas
construction and operations, as well as
other industry sectors, a mobile and flexible workforce that is adaptable to varying
work demands and locations will continue
to be needed to ensure continuity of operations. Labour mobility is also important
to an efficient Canadian labour market as
it enables the labour market to adjust to
changes in the number of workers needed,
the regions they are required in and the
skills they need to possess.
Maintaining worker safety is another key
driver for camps. Workers are kept off
the road after long shifts and attention to
safety is equally prevalent inside the camp.
When asked about any concerns related to
the safety of performing rotational work at
an oil sands operations site, workers said
the focus and due diligence around safety
was far stricter compared to sites where
workers went home at the end of the day.
Providing choice to workers has increased
rotational options and the calibre of camp
facilities in Alberta, leading to improved
worker attraction, retention and productivity. Large camps are designed for rest,
recreation and socialization – and include
rules of behavior. The types of camps oil
and gas companies use vary by industry
sector, the competitiveness of the labour
market and the region where operations
are located. Camps range dramatically in
size – from sleeping and eating space for
a crew of 20 to mini-communities of more
than 1,500 workers. Comfortable private
rooms, nutritious meals and the availability
of recreational facilities provide workers
with the opportunity to maintain and, in
some cases, gain a healthier lifestyle while
staying in camp.
For some oil and gas occupations, workers
have the choice of taking a rotational
assignment; for others, working away from
home for long periods of time is integral to
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the job. Regardless, this report finds that
workers who have a realistic perspective of
the benefits and challenges associated with
rotational work are the most successful
and able to optimize the financial, social
and lifestyle impacts. Workers who engage
in rotational work solely for financial benefits tend to be less satisfied and less likely
to remain employed in this work arrangement for any significant period of time.
Flexible rotations that offer longer periods
of time off, such as 21 days on/13 days off
(21/13) or 14/14, are generally more attractive to workers that have further to travel.

managing community impacts, it still holds
true that Alberta’s industry and regulators
have progressively evolved its rotational
workforce and camp life. Minimizing
community and environmental impacts and
maximizing worker quality of life through
best practices in safety, scheduling and
accommodations are now integral to the
workplace culture.

This report also spotlights the Regional
Municipality of Wood Buffalo, the heart of
Alberta’s oil sands development, as it is the
one region that has made significant progress in quantifying the number of rotational
workers and camps in the area.
Finally, a number of potential community
benefits and drawbacks have been
associated with the presence of camps.
The report speaks to the pressures local
communities feel in regard to policing,
health services, safety and overall social
well-being. Companies and camp
operators believe they have, for the most
part, designed their rotations so that
camps have little or no negative impact
on local communities. Balancing benefits
with potential drawbacks to host communities is an important consideration, which
underlines the importance of communities
and industry working together to develop
strategies to address potential challenges
and maximize benefits.

Photo credit: Canada North

CAMPS RANGE
DRAMATICALLY IN
SIZE – FROM
SLEEPING AND
EATING SPACE FOR
A CREW OF 20 TO
MINI-COMMUNITIES
OF MORE THAN
1,500 WORKERS.

In conclusion, differing perspectives
highlight the need to dig deeper. Regular
reporting that provides current data
would prove to be very valuable to decision
makers. Despite the limitations of available
data and the challenges associated with
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INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, rotational work arrangements have grown
in number, becoming commonplace and essential to oil and gas
operations, and the industry’s construction and maintenance
projects. Essentially, all field workers employed by oil and gas
seismic, drilling, completions and well servicing companies are
considered rotational in that the nature of work typically requires
employees to work away from home for extended periods of time.
This report aims to serve the needs and
interests of multiple audiences – the
provincial government, workers, career
planners, communities, camp operators,
the oil and gas industry and others. It
describes the nature and experiences of
Alberta’s oil and gas rotational workforce
that reside in camps. And it attempts to
demystify what has become an established
industry practice where little information
exists. The perspectives of the industry,
camp operators, communities and workforce consulted for this report illustrate
benefits and challenges to each group. In
addition, an assessment of the underlying
drivers leading to the growth of the rotational workforce will provide insights into
why it has become necessary and what can
be expected in the future.
Rotational employees in the oil and gas
industry work primarily in the northern
part of Alberta and maintain permanent
residences in other parts of the province,
other parts of Canada and sometimes
internationally. They look for work with
rotational shift arrangements for a variety
of reasons and provide the industry with
valuable skills and the flexibility to operate
in different locations.
Rotational work and camps are not new.
They have consistently featured in the
oil and gas field services sector, which
operates in remote locations. Since many
oil and gas operations run 24/7, the use of
rotational workers and camp accommodations ensures a full crew on site at all times
and enables continuous operations.

The oil sands has seen a growing requirement for a rotational workforce, especially
in the last decade, with the development
of smaller and more numerous in-situ or
thermal projects in Alberta’s north.
The focus of this report is on oil and gas
operations. However, as construction and
maintenance functions play a critical role
in the industry, and the two sectors hire
many of the same occupations, general
references to this contractor workforce
are provided. One industry stakeholder
observed: “The electrician working on a
large plant maintenance turnaround this
year is likely the very same electrician
who worked on a major plant construction
project last year, and who aspires to become
an oil company employee working on the
maintenance staff in the next few years. In
other words, if there is a shortage of electricians in maintenance turnaround projects,
that will quickly ripple into shortages in
construction and in maintenance staffs.”
The report also explores a common
perception that a rotational workforce is
a temporary business choice rather than
a permanent business requirement. For
oil and gas construction and operations,
as well as other industry sectors, a mobile
and flexible workforce that is adaptable to
varying work demands and locations
will continue to be needed to ensure
continuity of operations. Labour mobility is
also important to a broader efficient Canadian labour market as it enables the labour
market to adjust to changes in the
number of workers needed, the regions
they are required in and the skills they
need to possess.1

SCOPE AND
METHODOLOGY
For the purposes of this report, rotational work refers to a work arrangement
that requires employees to work a set
number of days on a given site, allowing
them to return home at the end of their
work schedule for a set number of days
or time off. The majority of the rotational
workforce are fly-in, fly-out and drive-in,
drive-out workers (depending on the
nature of their commute) as their place of
residence is often far from their place of
work. As a result, a number of rotational
workers live in temporary accommodations such as work camps. (This report
analyzes only rotational workers that
reside in camps, and not those who are
accommodated in private households
or hotels.)
Multiple interviews with workers, oil and
gas companies and camp providers, as well
as on-site camp visits, provided the primary
source of information for this report.
Interviews were conducted with:
• 8 government, municipal and
community representatives
• 13 energy industry companies
• 4 industry associations including the
Oil Sands Community Alliance Camps
Task Group
• 3 camp operators
Two surveys were also conducted.
14 members of the Manufacturers
Association for Relocatable Structures
(MARS)2 were surveyed, which provided
insights on camp operations, accommodations and facilities. The second survey
with questions on the use of a rotational
workforce was completed by 12 oil
sands companies.
Visits to a closed oil sands operations
camp, a closed oil sands construction/
contractor camp and an open worker lodge
contributed to a first-hand understanding
of camp life in remote accommodations.
These visits provided the opportunity to
speak with a number of rotational workers.
Secondary sources include a variety of
domestic and international literature.
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ROTATIONAL WORKERS –
FACTS AND FIGURES
Little current, reliable statistical data related to the rotational
workforce exists. This holds true for other jurisdictions and not
just Alberta. Studies related to the rotational workforces in Australia and the offshore oil and gas industry also report the same
challenges related to collecting and reporting quantitative data.3
Some oil and gas companies gather data
for their own analysis of travel and
accommodation costs and usage of beds
in their camps. Others simply include it as
an operating cost item. Camp operators
do not report or share occupancy rates
for camps that they own – most likely for
competitive reasons.
On any given day during the drilling
season, 60–70% of Canada’s drilling
rigs are operating in Alberta.4 Given
this, a significant portion of the industry’s seismic, drilling, completions and
well servicing workforce are working in
Alberta and require accommodation away
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from their primary residence. These field
workers could also be required to work in
British Columbia, Saskatchewan or Manitoba for portions of the drilling season.
In comparison, the location of work for
oil and gas workers rotating into the oil
sands, exploration and production and/or
natural gas processing operations is more
stable. The mix of permanent employees
and contractors along with the prevalence
of the makeshift rotator (see the “Useful
Terms in This Report” section) makes it
difficult to accurately estimate the number
of rotational workers in these types of
operations. Companies typically track
only their own permanent employees
and those who they officially provide
rotational support.

4

NATIONAL
HOUSEHOLD SURVEY
ACCORDING TO THE 2011
NATIONAL HOUSEHOLD SURVEY,
APPROXIMATELY

42,000
CANADIANS, INCLUDING 30,000
ALBERTANS, ENGAGED IN THIS
TYPE OF WORK.5

The information gathered for this report,
however, does provide some insights and
background on the development of this
practice during the past decade.
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TAX FILER INFORMATION
AND INTERPROVINCIAL
WORKERS
One of the best available sources of data
on Alberta’s rotational workforce is a study
of interprovincial employees completed
using tax filer information from 2004 to
2008.6 This report does have limitations in
that it is dated, does not identify Albertans
who travel from their primary residence
to another location in the province to
work and does not include self-employed
workers. The study also does not allow
for analysis of the rotational workforce
specific to the oil and gas industry. Nonetheless, the report does point to some
useful trends about the employees rotating
into Alberta from other provinces to work.
In 2004, approximately 67,500 workers
from outside of Alberta had paid employment in the province making up 3.8% of
Alberta’s employee base. By 2008, the
number of interprovincial workers in
Alberta increased to about 133,000 and
made up 6.2% of the province’s workforce –
demonstrating an increase of almost 100%.
By comparison, approximately 59,500
Albertans drew a portion of their income
from outside of the province in 2008 – most
often in British Columbia (B.C.), Ontario
and Saskatchewan. Given the strong pace
of activity at that time, it is reasonable to
speculate that many Albertans working in
B.C. and Saskatchewan were a part of the
oil and gas industry.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY
OF WOOD BUFFALO
MUNICIPAL DATA
The Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo
(RMWB) has made efforts to quantify the
shadow population7 in the oil sands since
2000. They have undertaken some of the
most comprehensive primary research of
rotational workers coming to the region.
In 2012, a telephone survey of over 1,800
workers conducted during the 2012
municipal census provided a demographic
profile of the rotational workforce in the
region.8 In addition, the shadow population
count was estimated to be 39,271, and in
ROTATING, NOT RELOCATING

2014 this number was updated to 46,686,
an increase of 40,783 since shadow population research began in 2000.9 (The 2014
shadow population count was recorded
in June and, therefore, captures workers
living in project accommodations during
the low season.)

WORKERS ARE ROTATING,
NOT RELOCATING10
Prior to 2005–06, the number of Canadians
relocating to Alberta was similar to the
number of rotational workers from outside
the province. The shift to more rotating and
fewer relocating workers coincides with
the rapid growth in oil and gas construction
and operations activity starting in 2005.
As Figure 1 below illustrates, although the

number of interprovincial employees in
Alberta declined when the industry downturn occurred in 2008–09, the number did
not return to pre-2005 levels.
Unfortunately, no current data is available
to understand if this trend has continued
and how recent changes to the economic
circumstances of Alberta’s oil and gas
industry might affect the ratio of workers
who relocate here compared to those who
choose to rotate in for work from outside
the province.
As well, individual interviews with workers
indicated there is likely a sizable number
of workers who have obtained an Alberta
address to meet residence expectations of
their employment.

FIGURE 1: ALBERTA IN-MIGRANTS AND INTERPROVINCIAL
WORKERS 2003 TO 2009
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Source: Statistics Canada Analytical Studies Branch Research Paper Series,
“Interprovincial Employees in Alberta 2003–2009”, 2013.
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ROTATIONAL WORKERS –
FACTS AND FIGURES
ROTATIONAL WORKERS ACROSS INDUSTRIES
The percentage of Alberta’s oil and gas
extraction and support service workforce
that comes from outside the province
is consistently higher than the industry
average but it is not the highest.11 As noted
in Figure 2, the percentage of interprovincial workers in the oil and gas
industry was 7.1% in 2004 and 9.3% in
2009, compared to 3.6% and 4.7% overall
for the province. During the height of oil
and gas activity in 2008, 11.5% of Alberta’s
oil and gas workforce came from other
provinces. However, the construction

industry surpassed this level with
14.1% of its workforce made up of
interprovincial workers.
Understandably, Alberta’s construction
industry has the highest percentage
of interprovincial employees. More
surprising was the fact that the
percentage of interprovincial workers
within the agriculture, forestry and
fishing sectors was higher than oil and
gas industry levels in 2004 and 2009 and
only dipped below during peak oil and
gas activity levels in 2008.

IN 2008

11.5%
OF ALBERTA’S OIL AND
GAS WORKFORCE CAME
FROM OTHER PROVINCES

SHIFTING DEMOGRAPHICS
FIGURE 2: PERCENTAGE OF ALBERTA’S INTERPROVINCIAL
WORKFORCE BY INDUSTRY
16%
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10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0
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Alberta’s
Workforce

2008
Construction
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Once again, demographic information
for Alberta’s rotational workforce is
sparse. However, between 2004 and 2009,
some shifts amongst Alberta’s interprovincial workers are evident. Figure 3
(page 7) shows that, contrary to the
common perception that Alberta’s oil
and gas workers are generally young
and single, more rotational workers are
older and married or in common-law
relationships. Although there was a larger
increase in the proportion of married
men (11 percentage points), it is also
interesting to note that more women were
also married in 2009 (an increase of
6.5 percentage points). This shift in the
demographic profile of workers living
in project accommodations was also
reflected in the RMWB census.12
Additionally, industry consultations
revealed an increase in the number of
married couples working in rotational
arrangements.

Agriculture,
Forestry,
and Fishing

Oil & Gas
Extraction and
Support Services

Source: Statistics Canada Analytical Studies Branch Research Paper Series,
“Interprovincial Employees in Alberta 2003–2009”, 2013.
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GEOGRAPHICAL DATA
Proximity, location of pick-up hubs (where
workers are collected and transported to
the work site) and the economy in the home
province all factor into where Alberta’s
interprovincial workers come from. In
2004, 59% of Alberta’s interprovincial
workers came from B.C. and Saskatchewan.
By 2008, the percentage from these neighbouring provinces dropped to 43%. Despite
the decrease, the majority of pick-up hubs
for Alberta’s oil and gas industry continued
to be in Alberta, B.C. and Saskatchewan.
Workers from the Atlantic provinces more
than doubled to 26% in 2008. Several major
companies reported increased travel
support, which could explain the growth
in workers from Atlantic Canada. The
sustained ability to draw workers from
Atlantic provinces may also be attributed
to decreasing employment opportunities
in the East Coast. During the primary
research phase, it was not unusual to hear
of workers from Atlantic provinces who
paid their own way to a western hub or
pick-up site to access work in the industry.
Data collected during the RMWB 2012
census indicated that the primary
residence of rotational workers in the
region mirrored what was reported in the
Statistics Canada study of interprovincial
workers in Alberta (illustrated in Figure 4).
In addition, the RMWB found that the split
between workers coming from outside
of Alberta was slightly higher than those
coming from within Alberta.13

FIGURE 3: DEMOGRAPHIC SHIFTS IN ALBERTA’S
INTERPROVINCIAL WORKFORCE
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Source: Statistics Canada Analytical Studies Branch Research Paper Series,
“Interprovincial Employees in Alberta 2003–2009”, 2013.

FIGURE 4: PROPORTION OF INTERPROVINCIAL
EMPLOYEES IN ALBERTA BY PROVINCE FOR 2004 AND 2008
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Source: Statistics Canada Analytical Studies Branch Research Paper Series,
“Interprovincial Employees in Alberta 2003–2009”, 2013.
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THE NEED FOR A ROTATIONAL
WORKFORCE
OPERATING IN
REMOTE AREAS
The oil and gas industry has seen
significant expansion over the past
several years. Most industry growth has
been made possible by technological
advancements that have increased the
accessibility of remote, highly technical
reserves, including shale and tight oil
and gas, and the oil sands.14 With more
remotely located operations, access to a
local workforce and worker accommodation becomes more challenging. This
has increased demand and competition
for skilled workers from across Canada
and beyond. With it, greater flexibility in
rotations and higher quality camp environments have become important attraction
and retention tools for companies.
The nature, magnitude and location of
the work in Alberta’s oil and gas industry
drives the need for a rotational workforce
and the camps to accommodate them.
Many operations sites are located in rural
areas where the closest communities
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cannot provide enough skilled workers
and rental units, hotels or motels to
accommodate them. In other situations,
operations sites are so far from communities that daily commutes are impractical.
The nature of the work may also be
temporary, seasonal or require moving
from location to location, which is common
for traditional exploration, drilling and
completions activities as well as major
construction and maintenance projects.
Permanent jobs in fixed locations are
more frequently available for plant-based
operations, such as in the oil sands and
natural gas processing sectors. Their
need for rotational workers and camps is
generally dictated by the distance from
the plant site to the closest community
and the ability to attract and retain the
required workers.

TECHNOLOGICAL
ADVANCEMENTS
HAVE INCREASED
ACCESSIBILITY
OF REMOTE
AND HIGHLY
TECHNICAL
RESERVES

All rotational arrangements include a
specific number of days in (at work) and
days out (off work) and scheduled daily
work hours (day, night or other varied shifts)
as required by operations. This is discussed
in greater detail later in the report.
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WHERE WORKERS LIVE
RELOCATING AS A
JOB REQUIREMENT

LIVING IN HOTELS,
CAMPS AND RVs

When operations sites are located close to
communities, companies often prefer to
hire locally and provide incentives to new
employees and their families to relocate.
Reasons for this approach include a desire
to contribute to the development and
growth of the community and to curtail
the costs of transportation and camps for
a rotational workforce. For companies
where employee relocation is an employment requirement, individuals interviewed
said that it was common to relocate in a
somewhat unorthodox fashion by renting
or buying a small local residence while
continuing to commute at the beginning
and end of the rotation from their permanent home. Consequently, if workers have
no option but to relocate to a community
close to the worksite, access to a skilled
local labour pool may be limited as many
may be unwilling to move.

Given the mobile nature of the work
associated with seismic, drilling, completions and well services, accommodation
arrangements are a critical logistical
factor. These arrangements depend
largely on the location of the work and the
contractual agreement with the operating
company. If the site is close to a community, workers may be accommodated in a
hotel/motel or provided with a per diem to
secure their own accommodation. Weather
permitting, it is not unusual for some
workers to stay in recreational vehicles. If
the work is not within reasonable driving
distance to a community (i.e., 30–40
kilometres), workers are more likely to be
housed within a camp that is constructed
on the worksite or an open lodge that is
operated by a camp company to serve the
needs of multiple companies in the area.
Figure 5 on the right provides insight
into where traditional oil and gas work is
carried out in Alberta and consequently
where workers and accommodation are
needed.15 On average, it takes 12 days
to drill a well16 and another 14 days to
complete it.17 However, activity levels and
workforce accommodation requirements
can change quickly.
The Petroleum Services Association of
Canada (PSAC) projects 2,976 wells will
be drilled in Alberta in 2015.18 And while
2015 projections are significantly lower in
comparison to the 6,964 wells drilled in
the province in 2014,19 the drilling rigs and
crews will still be required to move from
well to well and need accommodations.
This shift in annual activity levels also
highlights how difficult it is to quantify
work camps and how quickly a count
becomes inaccurate.

IT TAKES

12 DAYS
TO DRILL A WELL

FIGURE 5: WELLS DRILLED
IN ALBERTA, Q1 2015

Alberta

Edmonton

Calgary

Source: http://boereport.com/well-map
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GENERAL OVERVIEW

The importance of providing choice to workers has increased
rotational options and the calibre of camp facilities, leading to
improved worker attraction, retention and productivity.

WORK ROTATIONS

TRANSPORTATION

Improving Attraction, Retention and
Productivity

Reliance on Transportation Hubs

Work rotations and travel arrangements to
lodges or camps are individually determined by companies and tend to vary
by the industry sector, nature of work
and worker preferences. The rotational
schedule, made up of the number of days
off and the number of days on, plus the
daily shift schedule, is set by the company.
Each schedule must be aligned with the
logistics and planning associated with
coverage for operations, flight schedules and lodging availability. With worker
choice playing an increasingly important
role, some companies offer multiple
rotation options to enhance their attractiveness to employees, which significantly
increases the complexity of operational and
personnel planning. To cut down on travel
hours and maximize time off, employees
who live far from the worksite may prefer a
longer rotation, which benefits companies
by reducing the number of commutes and,
therefore, reducing costs.

“ 14/14 works great for
me especially when
it means I get 6 weeks
off when I take only
2 weeks’ vacation!”
OIL SANDS
OPERATIONS WORKER

Company transportation arrangements are
generally established to get workers from
single or multiple hubs to the operations
site. The practice of transportation from set
hubs has its advantages:
• It reduces road traffic resulting
from private vehicles, which leads to
increased safety in operational areas.
• It increases the ability to attract
workers from broader geographic
regions.
The hubs used by companies range from
cities with airports to company offices or
yards where vehicles can be left securely
during work hours. Workers are generally responsible for getting themselves
to the hub or pick-up site. They are then
transported to the job site by a variety
of methods, including commercial or
charter flights, crew/company vehicles
or contracted bus services. An Australian study commended the decision of oil
sands operators in the Fort McMurray area
for having no personal vehicles parked
on worksites as it reduces fatigue- and
congestion-related traffic incidents.20

Transportation costs vary by sector and
range from company-paid flight passes on
commercial flights, company chartered
flights or buses and company-owned
vehicles. Overall, oil and gas operations
companies cover travel costs from the
hub to site, whereas construction and
maintenance companies may pass some of
these costs on to workers but offset them
by providing a Living Out Allowance (LOA)
or expense reimbursement. Rotational
workers who commute to private accommodation in communities located close
to their worksite are responsible for their
commute costs. However, most companies
provide transportation to site to reduce
personal vehicle traffic.
Additionally, some oil sands operators
have their own airstrips and source their
rotational employees from outside of the
local area, limiting the employment opportunities for local community residents.

Transportation Acronyms
FIFO: Fly in, Fly out
DIDO: Drive in, Drive out
BIBO: Bus in, Bus out

ROTATING, NOT RELOCATING
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CAMPS

Owner/Company Camps

Open Lodges Offered by
Camp Companies

Camps fall into two general categories:
those that are for the sole use of an owner/
company and those that are operated and
leased by camp companies. While they may
look virtually the same from the outside,
they operate under different business
models. Owner/company camps can be
either open or closed. An owner/company
may have spaces available for rent, making
them open to other companies. Camps are
considered closed if rooms and facilities
are available only to the owner or company.
Conversely, camp company lodges are
generally open and operate like a hotel.

An owner/company
may have spaces
available for rent,
making them open to
other companies.
Camps are considered
closed if rooms and
facilities are available
only to the owner
or company.

ROTATING, NOT RELOCATING

Owner/company camps are typically
planned and built to meet the needs of
a specific oil and gas operation and are
intended to operate on a closed basis.
These closed camps are entirely dedicated
to their own personnel or to contractors
that are working on their site. Changes in
operating needs or construction/contractor
activity levels can impact a company’s
accommodation requirements. However, a
company camp that has excess space may
open and offer rooms and camp services
to other companies’ personnel or contractors, providing an opportunity to improve
utilization and reduce the costs of facilities
and camp services.

Open lodges owned and operated by camp
companies are run very much like hotels
or college residences; however, they
are generally temporary or scalable as
operations ramp up or down, shut down
altogether or move to another location.
They often serve the needs of seasonal
oil and gas services such as drilling and
are referred to as open lodges to distinguish their lifestyle benefits from older,
basic style camps. Open lodges are
constructed and operated by companies
that specialize in modular accommodation
and construction. These companies recoup
their investments by carefully managing
their choice of location, occupancy rates
Owner/company camps are more permaand operational costs. Food, accommonent structures built to support long-term
dation, facility and operational costs are
operations and are located on their proppassed onto clients who often have detailed
erty or lease. They are more self-contained specifications for what they require.
than open camps and provide a return on
Clients, including oil and gas compathe owner’s capital investment over the
nies, construction, maintenance or other
long term. Some oil and gas companies,
service contractors, can reserve a specific
especially those in the oil sands, have their number of rooms or the entire lodge. Open
own water treatment plants and emergency camp operators are more likely to rely on
services. Consequently, they will need
resources and contracted services from
fewer additional services than open camps, the local community, including staffing,
resulting in less strain on the resources of
water, power, waste and sewage managethe nearest community. Of course, this will ment, materials and supplies. As a result,
also reduce revenue flow from the camp
companies that operate open lodges will
to the nearest community. Companies that
generally establish community contacts
own their closed camp facility will generand partnerships.
ally contract its operation to an external
company, normally the same companies
that operate open camps.
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GENERAL OVERVIEW
SUMMARY OF TYPICAL ROTATIONAL, TRANSPORTATION AND
CAMP TYPES BY INDUSTRY SECTOR
Type of Camp
Owner/User

Exploration and
production
(traditional)

Camp Type and Usage

Camp Company
Open Lodge

Owner/
Company

High

Moderate

Rotations

Transportation
Arrangements
and Costs to
Employees

Typical Occupations
that Work on Rotation

Considerable
variation

• Travel from hubs
paid by company

• Field operators

• LOA (in range of
10% of salary)

• Construction
management

• FIFO or DIDO
depending on site
location

• Maintenance trades

• Helicopters
may be used for
remote sites
Oil sands

Oil and gas field
services

Very low

High

High

Very low

7 days on 7 days off
(7/7) most common
for operations; some
10/10 and 14/14

• Travel from hubs
paid by company

4/3 for management
and administration

• FIFO most
common, then
BIBO for sites
close to Fort
McMurray

On-shift days exceed
off-shift days
(e.g., 22/13 or 15/7)

• LOA (in range of
10–12% of salary)

Operations and
maintenance based
on project phase:
• Construction
management and
maintenance
• EMS, fire, security,
safety services

• Specific jobs
identified that are
needed on-site to
manage costs

• Camp operations
including “camplife” and hospitality
services (housekeeping, food
preparation, etc.)

• DIDO most
common

• Drilling rig technicians and workers

• Mileage costs
reimbursed or
travel allowances
or fleet vehicles
provided

• Petroleum services
operators and
workers
• Trades

• Per diems (in
range of $50/day)

ROTATING, NOT RELOCATING
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Type of Camp
Owner/User

Natural gas
processing

Camp Type and Usage

Camp Company
Open Lodge

Owner/
Company

Very low

Moderate

Rotations

Transportation
Arrangements
and Costs to
Employees

Typical Occupations
that Work on Rotation

Varies by plant

• Travel from hubs
paid by company
LOA ($30–$90/
day)

• Field operators
• Maintenance trades
• Construction
management

Pipeline

Low (Rotational
staff are required
on-site for the
construction/
development
phase only.)

Very low

N/A

N/A

N/A

Camp operators

Unknown

Unknown

Varies but on-shift
days usually exceed
off-shift days
(e.g., 22/13 or 15/7)

• Travel from hubs
paid by company

• Chef

• DIDO, FIFO, BIBO
depending on
camp location

• Hospitality services
(housekeeping, food
preparation, etc.)

Varies but on-shift
days usually exceed
off-shift days

• Varies by
company

Construction and
maintenance

High

Primarily for
work on oil
sands site

• Travel costs may
be paid directly
by companies or
by employees and
offset by LOA
or expense
reimbursement

• Health and safety

• Construction trades
dictated by project
phase
• Maintenance trades
based on schedule

NOTE: References to per diems or allowances may change over time.

ROTATING, NOT RELOCATING
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GENERAL OVERVIEW
INTRODUCING NEW STANDARDS
Camps range dramatically in size – from
sleeping and eating space for a crew of 20
to mini-communities of more than 1,500
workers. Camp accommodations vary
significantly by industry sector. Until 2008,
Jack and Jill dorms (where two rooms
share a toilet and shower) or communal
open showers were the norm.21 Although
it is still true that the need for some camps
to set up and tear down quickly (because
of weather or short windows to complete
project phases) leads to this more traditional style, many camps are establishing
new standards. Private rooms and bathrooms designed with homey comforts and
conveniences, such as in-room temperature, bedside lighting controls, televisions
and leather recliner chairs, are becoming
increasingly common. Companies believe
more spacious accommodations and
recreational options contribute to an
individual’s comfort and mental health,
as well as provide an environment that
supports quality work.

The growth of oil sands projects has
driven a competitive employment environment and led to a significant improvement
in camp facilities and room configurations.
Camp companies with international operations have described oil sands closed
camps or lodges as world class, with
spacious, private rooms and extensive
recreational facilities, including hockey
rinks, exercise facilities, theatre-style
media rooms and pub-style lounges. To
accommodate an increasingly diverse
rotational workforce, women-only gyms
and change facilities are reported to be
a continuing trend. The types of camps
oil and gas companies provide vary by
industry sector, the competitiveness of
the labour market and the region where
operations are located. However, the high
standard set by the oil sands is filtering
down to other industry sectors; the reality
is they all compete for a similar workforce.

Photo credit: Canada North

“ Numerous workers
are still in older
facilities with far
more spartan
accommodations.
But the generation
of camps that will
house the next decade
of workers is kinder,
gentler and bigger.”
NATHAN VANDERKLIPPE
GLOBE AND MAIL, 2012

Photo credit: ATCO Structures and Logistics
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THE CAMP COMMUNITY
BUILDING A CULTURE OF RESPECT
Larger camps, closed and open, are designed for rest, recreation
and socialization – and include rules of behaviour.
Owner/company camps are most often
seen as an extension of the operating
company, so camp policies and culture
mirror those of the company. These camps
offer an environment where there is
respect for rules and co-workers, similar
to a home and family situation. After-work
group activities such as hockey games
help build camaraderie and a life outside
of work. As there are no personal vehicles
generally allowed, and sites are remotely
located, workers stay on-site during their
rotation. This enables the company to have
significant control over workers and their
environment from a health, well-being and
safety perspective. Consequently, these
camps are frequently wet in that they
allow alcohol consumption when the shift
is over. Professional hospitality staff fill an
important management element to respond
to any situation that compromises behaviour
and fitness for work expectations.
The larger open camps or lodges are
surprisingly similar to company-owned
closed camps except it is the camp operators who establish the camp culture and
rules for multiple companies and their
employees. One camp company repre-

Photo credit: Canada North
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sentative remarked: “We try to create a
culture of care that establishes a sense
of community and puts human health and
well-being first.” Group activities and
contests, dining theme nights, lounge
areas, games rooms and workout areas
encourage workers to interact outside of
their rooms and create a healthy social
environment. Somewhat different to
closed camps though, camp operators
also use experienced camp managers
and 24-hour security staff, sometimes
including sniffer dogs, to monitor worker
behaviour, including the use of prohibited substances. Workers are required
to acknowledge camp rules in writing,
including the camp operators’ right to
conduct room checks, and face eviction if
they fail to follow rules. Open camps are
often dry, meaning no alcohol is allowed
on the premises. This rule can be altered
by the company leasing the space. In addition, crew managers staying with company
employees at camp have the added
responsibility of supervising the crew and
dealing with unacceptable behaviour, just
as they would on the worksite.

“ Company clients really
spell out the standards
for camp operators –
everything from the
number of shrimp per
skewer to bedsheet
thread count to themed
dinners to types of
leisure and recreation
activities. They want to
manage their workers’
camp experience.”
MANAGER,
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

The ability to communicate with friends
and family at home is a high priority for
all rotational workers. Internet and/or
cellular coverage is a must-have for all
types of camps.

Photo credit: ATCO Structures and Logistics
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THE CAMP COMMUNITY
KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF OPEN AND CLOSED CAMPS
Closed Camp

THE ENVIRONMENT IS STRUCTURED
PRIVATE ROOMS AND
PRIVATE BATHROOMS

QUALITY FOOD AND
HEALTHY CHOICES

WORKERS HAVE A

EXTENSIVE

ARE BECOMING THE STANDARD

ARE OFFERED WITH ACCOMMODATION
OF ALLERGIES OR FOOD INTOLERANCES

DESIGNATED ROOM

RECREATION
FACILITIES

FOR EACH ROTATION AND A LOCKER
TO STORE PERSONAL ITEMS

ARE AVAILABLE

EXECUTIVE WINGS

WITH LARGER ROOMS ARE AVAILABLE
ALCOHOL POLICIES ARE

SET BY THE OWNER/
COMPANY

“CAMP LIFE” STAFF ARE EMPLOYED FOR

OFF-SHIFT ACTIVITIES

AND MAY BE WET OR DRY

Open Camp

STANDARDS ARE SET BY KEY CUSTOMER
FROM PRIVATE BATHROOMS
TO SEMI-PRIVATE TO COMMUNAL

BATHROOMS RANGE

QUALITY FOOD AND
HEALTHY CHOICES

PRIVATE ROOMS
ARE A PRIORITY

SOME HAVE

ARE OFFERED WITH ACCOMMODATION
OF ALLERGIES OR FOOD INTOLERANCES

ALTHOUGH THERE IS SOME USE
OF JACK AND JILL DORMS

RECREATION
FACILITIES

INTERNET/
COMMUNICATIONS

POLICIES ON ALCOHOL

TEND TO BE DRY

SERVICES AVAILABLE

ROTATING, NOT RELOCATING
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QUALITY OF LIFE FOR
ROTATIONAL WORKERS
HAVING THE RIGHT
MINDSET

IMPROVING FINANCIAL
CIRCUMSTANCES

MAKING LIFESTYLE
CHOICES

Workers who have a realistic
perspective of the benefits
and challenges associated
with rotational work are most
successful and able to optimize
the financial, social and
lifestyle impacts.

The oil and gas sector pays aboveaverage wages. Rotational schedules give
workers the chance to engage in more
highly paid oil and gas industry work,
often including additional allowances.
Workers can maintain a primary residence
in communities outside of the industry’s
key operating areas and therefore take
advantage of lower housing and living
costs. This is particularly true for workers
who have experienced a downturn in their
home provincial economies. Many of the
workers affected by downturns in the
forestry, wood and paper manufacturing
sectors during the mid-2000s found their
skills and experience to be transferable
to the oil and gas industry.23 Rotational
work allowed these displaced workers to
continue to utilize their qualifications and
training, maintain or grow their income
levels, and allow their families to live
close to support networks. Analysis of tax
filer information indicates that interprovincial workers who work a portion
of the year in Alberta reported pay level
improvements by 30–38%.24 However,
primary research revealed workers who
engage in rotational work solely for the
financial benefits tend to be less satisfied
and less likely to remain employed in this
work arrangement for any significant
period of time.

The ability to work in one location and
live in another provides workers with the
opportunity to choose where they wish to
call home. This personal decision is based
on the types of recreation, social, education and medical amenities desired by
workers and their families. The availability
of a support network to assist the family
while the employee is away working is a
key factor in reducing any potential
negative effects of rotational work.

The increasing number of companies
supporting rotational work arrangements
and the variety of rotations available have
led to a rising number of workers choosing
these options.22 Workers and companies
do acknowledge that the rotational lifestyle is not for all. Careful consideration of
the benefits and challenges of rotational
work needs to be evaluated as part of the
career planning/job search process. For
some oil and gas occupations, workers
have the choice of taking a rotational
assignment; for others, working away
from home for long periods of time is integral to the job. This latter group includes
occupations such as drilling rig technicians and petroleum services operators.

SUCCESS FACTORS:
HOW TO MAKE A
ROTATIONAL
LIFESTYLE WORK

For dual career families, choosing
rotations rather than relocation means
one spouse does not have to interrupt
or change his or her work situation to
accommodate the other. This choice can
offset financial risks when the income of
both spouses is tied to the economy in one
region – especially if it takes a downturn.

Consider flexibility
advantages offered by
rotational work such as
where to live, extended
time off periods, etc.

Assess the fit of rotational job
opportunity with career goals,
training opportunities, exposure to different industry/
operations environments, etc.

Discuss communication
arrangements with family and
friends while at work.

Evaluate camp amenities:
Do they match health and
wellness requirements?

Consider how rotational work
supports or challenges the
needs of spouses and families.

Assess the support network
for family while away at work.

Consider priorities and
routine while at home.

ROTATING, NOT RELOCATING
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QUALITY OF LIFE FOR
ROTATIONAL WORKERS
ENJOYING BLOCKS OF
QUALITY TIME

KEEPING WORKERS
HEALTHY AND SAFE

Another key factor for sustained success
in rotational work arrangements is the
ability of workers to engage in rotational
patterns that work for them. This typically
means that the length of uninterrupted,
quality time at home offsets the drawbacks associated with being away and
unavailable for periods of time. The actual
rotation that works best for the worker
is affected by a number of personal and
family factors. Employees interviewed
for this research said rotations that offer
longer periods of time-off, such as 21
days on and 13 days off (21/13) or 14/14,
are generally more attractive to those
who have further to travel even if it means
longer periods of time away from home.

Comfortable private rooms, nutritious
meals and the availability of recreational
facilities provide workers with the opportunity to maintain, and in some cases, gain
a healthier lifestyle while staying in camp.
The research indicates that a healthy
worker is also a more productive worker.26

Research examining the impact of rotational work arrangements on children
supports the primary research findings
of this report.25 No significant negative
differences were identified in children with
parents working on rotation compared to
normal work arrangements. Rather, while
rotational workers may miss important
family events, they enjoy extended periods
at home and the opportunity to spend
blocks of quality time with their families.

“ Rotational work
actually gives me more
quality time with my
family than when I was
working at home and
on call. When you’re
on call your time is
never your own.”
OPERATOR IN OIL SANDS

Maintaining worker safety is one of the
key drivers for camps. Workers are kept
off the road after long shifts and attention
to safety is equally prevalent inside the
camp. When asked about any concerns
related to the safety of performing rotational work at an oil sands operations site,
workers said the focus and due diligence
around safety was far stricter compared
to sites where workers went home at the
end of the day. Many attributed this to
the fact that working and living alongside
co-workers leads to a culture of taking
care of one another.
The emotional health of workers is
top of mind at open and closed camps.
As mentioned, after-work activities
encourage interaction amongst camp residents in an effort to address the potential
for social isolation while away from home.

Ensuring Safe Work Rotations and
Proper Downtime
The impact of working long hours for
many days and/or nights in a row on
worker safety is a concern for rotational
employees and a key consideration for
companies planning or looking to change
their rotational work arrangement. The
research does not point to any one best
rotation but rather suggests equal work/
time-off rotations are most conducive to
ensuring long-term operations workers
get enough downtime.27 Typically, workers
are able to adapt to regular rotations, and
studies show no trend of increasing work
accidents or incidents across a 14-day
tour. As well, alertness, reaction time and
sleep patterns are generally stable from
the first week through to the second week.
Personnel working 12-hour shifts over a
one- to two-week period found recovery
from fatigue generally occurred during the
off-shift hours.

IRREGULAR
ROTATIONS AND
SHIFTS HAVE A
MORE NEGATIVE
IMPACT ON WORKER
PERFORMANCE
AND SAFETY THAN
EITHER THE LENGTH
OF ROTATION OR
LENGTH OF SHIFT.
Photo credit: Canadian Energy Pipeline Association
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UNDERSTANDING WHY
WORKERS LEAVE
Irregular rotations or shifts have a more
negative impact on worker performance
and safety than either the length of
rotation or length of shift. Alertness and
sleep patterns are negatively affected
because the worker’s system or circadian
rhythm28 does not have the opportunity to
adjust appropriately. The research further
suggests that mid-tour shift changes from
days to nights (and vice versa) disrupt
circadian adjustment and will more
negatively impact performance, alertness
and sleep patterns for any shift worker.
Interestingly, the same research found
that too much time away from the workplace can also be hazardous. Offshore
operators who implemented rotations
with three or more weeks off found a risk
of reduced awareness and sharpness of
operating processes with the extended
break. To mitigate this risk, while still
benefiting from the attractiveness of long
off-rotation periods, companies began to
implement refresher orientations at the
beginning of each rotation.

“ Workers that are willing
to invest in authentic
relationships and build
a sense of community
are most successful
in a rotational camp
environment.”

Many companies report they are better at
screening for employees who know what
to expect from rotational work and are
therefore better suited to the lifestyle.
Turnover rates of rotational workers are
unavailable for the industry as a whole.
However, a recent survey of oil sands
companies reported that turnover rates
for their rotational workers were equal to
or lower than that of their regular workforce. Employees interviewed, as well
an Australian mining industry study,29
indicated some key reasons workers leave
rotational work arrangements:
• Accepted rotational work solely for
financial reasons.
• Found shift work and rotations too
stressful or caused sleep disturbances.
• Could not handle time away from home
and family life.
• Frustrated with travel time requirements
and hassles.
• Inability to adjust to being restricted to
camp during time-off hours, including
feelings of social isolation and loneliness.
• Experienced life-stage challenges such
as family births or deaths, personal or
family illnesses, requirements for more
accessible and specialized medical
treatment.

In June 2015, PetroLMI conducted a
survey of oil sands companies to better
understand the use of rotational work
arrangements for full-time operations
employees.
12 oil sands companies representing
26,874 employees responded.
• Most companies support a variety
of work arrangements; only 2/12
companies indicated that they did
not support any rotational work
arrangements for their employees.
• All companies indicated that 100%
of their fly-in, fly-out workers live
in camps.
• 4/8 respondents indicated that more
than 10% of their workforce are fly-in,
fly-out workers.
• 7/9 respondents indicated that they
expected their rotational workforce to
increase.
• Reasons for increasing the use of
rotational workers include expansion
of operations and worker choice.
• Reasons for decreasing the number
of rotational workers include shifting
from construction to operations.
• All companies indicated turnover
rates amongst their rotation workforce are the same or lower than
their non-rotational staff.

MANAGER,
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
CAMP OPERATOR

ROTATING, NOT RELOCATING
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ANALYZING PERFORMANCE
DIFFERING PERSPECTIVES

BEING ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE

Companies, camp operators and communities do not necessarily share the same
views about the impact of rotational work
arrangements, and a number of items are
critical to consider when planning for a
rotational workforce and new camps.

Much of the regulatory process related to
the approval and development of camps
is focused on environmental impacts and
minimizing the environmental footprint.
Most municipalities and counties’ provisions
for camps fall under their land-use bylaws.

As the industry’s need for camps and rotational employment continues, rising costs
and scrutiny from communities and regulators may start to influence their practices.

Planning for a camp to operate in an
environmentally sensitive and efficient
manner requires close attention to the
construction and arrangement of camp
buildings and the handling of services.
Inefficiently designed camp buildings and
configurations can increase energy and
utilities costs. In addition, the provision
of services can be an expensive prospect
for camps that cannot connect to municipal services and must instead truck
water, solid waste, sewage and recycling
or construct on-site treatment facilities.
“Reduce, recycle and reuse” are visible
practices in the camp environment.

Communities must address the cumulative environmental impacts of all projects
in their jurisdiction. The Government of
Alberta is assessing an industrial node
model for the Regional Municipality of
Wood Buffalo to improve on the somewhat
ad-hoc development practices of open
camps. This is expected to minimize the
disturbance of the land required for camp
set-up, help coordinate camp development
and achieve economies of scale associated
with required roads, services and utilities.

“ Many of the rotation and transportation deals made during
the hot labour market are difficult to live with in a lower
price environment. Some companies will be forced to make
changes during the downward cycle.”
MANAGER, CAMPS & ACCOMMODATION (OIL SANDS COMPANY)
Photo credit: Canada North
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EXAMINING CAMP COSTS
Camp costs will vary depending on whether
companies choose an owned or leased
business model.
Open lodges are more temporary and
hotel-like, and the costs are passed on to
their clients. The camp owner who takes
on the capital investment risk needs to
choose a location and camp configuration
that optimizes occupancy rates. Standards
of food, facilities and services offered in
an open lodge are largely driven by the
specifications of the client, which have
risen dramatically over recent years. One
camp operator indicated that accommodation in an open lodge can cost between
$150 and $265 per day for a private room,
high-quality and plentiful food, and entertainment and recreation facilities. While
overbuilding the size of a camp is a risk to
be managed, an open camp is designed to
be scaled down or de-mobilized and moved
to respond to declining demand.
A closed camp is owned and built by the oil
and gas project owner and is designed to be
more permanent and self-contained. The
return on investment is distributed over the
longer term and the direct cost of a room
will be lower than a room at an open camp.
Costs of development are driven by the
need for quality construction and energyefficient buildings as well as requirements
for on-site services and facilities, such as
water treatment plants and emergency and
medical services.

“ For a pipeline
construction job the
camp cost for their
crews comes in at
anywhere between
17% and 29% of the
total construction cost.”
MANAGER,
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
CAMP OPERATOR

ROTATING, NOT RELOCATING

TOP DRIVERS OF COST
When building a camp
Building and set-up
costs, including
materials
Labour

When operating a camp
Labour
Site services including
utilities, Internet

Transportation

Infrastructure/maintenance – fuel, water,
sewage haul, garbage
removal

Site services including
Internet, landlines

Consumables – including
food, beverages and
paper products

Managing camp costs is an ever-present
concern, but even more so in a low
commodity price environment. The cost of
a camp used for oil and gas construction
or operations personnel, whether open
or closed, is ultimately paid for by the oil
and gas company. Therefore, efforts to
curb costs largely come down to how high
the standards are set and the utilization
of leased or owned rooms. Oil and gas
companies will first look to maximize the
use of any of their company-owned camps.
To further curtail costs, they may consider
sharing surplus rooms with other companies and reassessing their standards for
services. Closed camps can also respond
to changing requirements in capacity by
making some rooms dark; in other words,
the rooms are not fully de-mobilized (which
comes at a price) but neither are any
housekeeping costs incurred.
If open lodges are used, oil and gas
companies will try to reduce their costs by
assessing service standards and avoiding
over booking (reserving too many rooms
in advance).
Transportation of the rotational workforce
is also an obvious expense, and strategies for supporting worker mobility are
reviewed when assessing costs to the
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A survey of members of the
Manufacturers Association
for Relocatable Structures
(MARS)30 provided insights
into some of the major
costs of camp facilities
and operations.
project. The oil sands sector acknowledges
that during periods of rapid growth, the
increased need for skilled workers
to support the critical start-up and
commissioning of expansion projects
resulted in the creation of many irregular
rotations to attract and retain the required
employees. As operations mature and
companies start to look for efficiencies,
costs associated with a rotational workforce, including which workers are actually
needed on site, are reviewed.
In recent years, some oil and gas service
companies have increased their employee
attraction and retention by supporting
more expensive travel from across Canada
as opposed to limiting transportation from
western hubs. They also report that these
costs are the first to be scrutinized when
industry activity slows down.
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ANALYZING PERFORMANCE
WORKING WITH LOCAL COMMUNITIES TO ENHANCE
SOCIO-ECONOMIC BENEFITS
A number of potential community advantages and drawbacks have
been associated with the presence of camps.

Both company-owned camps and open
lodges can benefit communities. They
act as a stabilizing factor by providing
temporary accommodation and services
to workers who are in the area on a
short-term basis.31 In addition, periods of
rapid growth, such as that experienced in
Alberta’s key oil and gas operating areas,
tends to deplete the availability of the local
workforce and housing, which can often
result in shortages of labour for local
businesses and affordable housing for
residents. Camps can help buffer some of
the bust/boom impacts that are common
with resource development.
Balancing benefits with potential drawbacks to host communities is an important
consideration. The regulatory and
approval process guides camp set-up
and operation from an environmental
perspective. Less consideration is given
to how a camp might impact the human/
social attributes of nearby communities. With some camps located far from
a community, camp residents may only
visit a community for transportation at
the beginning and end of their rotations

or have no reason to visit at all. Regardless, all camps do have some impact on
the community. For example, the fly-over
effect on communities (when workers,
goods or services are sourced from a
community outside the local community)
can sometimes be a real issue. Meaningful efforts to assess and mitigate these
effects with the community can help to
ensure the community benefits in as many
ways possible.
Community engagement activities may be
initiated by companies, camp providers or
the community itself, but little standardization exists around these practices.

“ Wood Buffalo wants the
funding it feels it’s due
for the tens of thousands of people who
are in the region and
making use of its
infrastructure.”
JOE FRIESEN
THE GLOBE AND MAIL,
FEBRUARY 25, 2015

Municipal applications for development
permits and approvals to build camps
do require companies to include plans
to address community impacts –
these are commonly referred to as
community impact agreements. Beyond
the requirements of the permitting
process, companies will often have
corporate social responsibility plans
to find ways to give back and support
community development.

One of the key lessons that the Canadian experience may
provide Australia is the use of community benefits plans.
The community benefits plans in place in Canada focus
less on compensation and ad-hoc provision of facilities
(as is in Australia) and more on building community
sustainability and economic diversity, including local
business and skills development.
House of Representatives Standing Committee on Regional Australia, 2014
Photo credit: Horizon North
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Photo credit: Blue Quills First Nations College

All camp operators who
responded in the survey
of MARS members said
they maintain relationships
with the nearby community
through:
• open houses
• job fairs
• regular conversation
• special events

“ There are a lot of people
who are staying in the
hotels that are utilizing
the services and it’s
playing havoc with the
town and we have a hard
time keeping up.
Town infrastructure
such as its streets,
water treatment and
aquifer and even private
businesses, such as
grocery stores are
feeling the strain.”
ROY DELL,
CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE
OFFICE,
TOWN OF FOX CREEK
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Community engagement activities associated with company-owned camps are
typically driven by the owner company’s
strategy. Even if the camp operation is
contracted out, expectations for how the
camp will interact with the community
are clearly defined and passed on to the
camp operator as part of the procurement
process. These can include targets for
local and Aboriginal employment.
For open lodges, engagement with the
local community depends on the camp
operator/company’s philosophy for
working with communities; therefore,
it can be more varied. Most camp
operators partner with local and
Aboriginal communities and work hard
to ensure they are providing employment
and training opportunities, as well as
contracting local services for civil
work, road clearing, and sewage and
waste hauling.
Primary research for this report identified
diverging views on whether the socioeconomic impacts of camp and rotational
workforce practices are positive, negative
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or somewhere in-between. For the most
part, companies believe they have designed
their rotations and camps to yield little to
no negative impact on local communities.
However, communities located closest
to oil and gas developments reported
their policing and health services, infrastructure, safety and overall social
well-being were significantly compromised by rotational workers, regardless of
whether these workers were housed in the
community in hotels/motels or outside the
community in camps.

“ Business licence for
Fox Creek hotel goes
up 133,233%: Town
imposes hotel levy
to recoup costs from
transient workers.”
BILL MAH,
EDMONTON JOURNAL,
MAY 27, 2015
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As outlined in the table on the right,
the socio-economic impacts on host
communities can be viewed as positive or
negative, which underlines the importance
of working together to develop strategies
to address potential challenges and
maximize benefits.
Closing these noteworthy gaps between
company and community perspectives on
the socio-economic impact of rotational
workers and camps will be explored
further in the “Looking to the Future”
section on page 32.

Potential Positive Socio-Economic
Impacts of Camps on Host
Communities

Potential Negative Socio-Economic
Impacts of Camps on Host
Communities

Employment and Business

Employment and Business

• Local hiring and purchasing of
equipment, goods and services
is implemented.

• Hiring and purchasing supplies and
services from larger metropolitan
centres rather than local communities
leads to the fly-over effect and can
result in out-migration (i.e., residents
may move to rotational hubs in order to
access employment opportunities).

• Commute systems support
participation of local residents
in rotational and camp-based work.
• Large quantities of required
consumables are purchased from
bulk providers to avoid depleting
local supplies and their availability
to the community.

• Over-reliance on the local
community for workforce, goods or
services can result in unintended,
undesirable social impacts, such as
employment and skills shortages,
depletion of local goods/supplies,
shortages of affordable housing and
social inequities.

Community Infrastructure and
Services

Community Infrastructure and
Services

• Improved community infrastructure and
services through increased use.

• Communities not adequately
compensated for use of infrastructure
and services, placing strains on host
communities’ ability to provide these
services for residents.

• Compensation for municipal services,
such as water and waste management,
community police, fire and other
emergency services, etc.

Community Planning

Community Planning

• A coordinated, planned approach looks
at opportunities to enhance support to
communities by:

• Cumulative effects of multiple
developments can impact host
communities’ planning for infrastructure and services and have
unintentional and undesirable social
effects, including employment and
skills shortages, shortages of affordable housing and social inequities.

• Giving access to adequate land to
develop affordable housing options.
• Providing local training opportunities.
• Enhancing transportation infrastructure (e.g., air routes, etc.) established
due to rotational workforce demands.
• Ensuring appropriate levels of
policing, health and social services.
• Contributing to community programs
and facilities.

• Rotational workforce may not be
invested in community well-being and
may engage in negative behaviour
while passing through the community.

• Managed camp community provides
social and recreational/wellness
options in a supportive, safe and secure
environment.
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COMMUNITY IMPACT AGREEMENTS AND
BENEFITS FOR ABORIGINAL PEOPLE
Community benefit or impact agreements may be
negotiated as a part of the municipal development approval
process. These agreements provide commitments to
community benefits and help companies obtain the social
licence to operate. The socio-economic aspects of community BEYOND BENEFIT
AGREEMENTS
impact agreements can address everything from the local
Finally, many camp operators have
hiring of specific populations, such as Aboriginal people, to
gone beyond benefit agreements and
providing educational and training opportunities in the
have established equity and/or joint
community to using local suppliers. For oil and gas companies, venture partnerships with Aboriginal
communities as a means of ensuring
this is often in contributions to the social fabric of communilocal residents realize long-term and
ties, such as sponsorships of cultural events, sports teams
sustainable benefits from oil and gas
and facilities, and funding training programs. As confirmed
development in the area. This provides
camp operators with access to a labour
by the survey of MARS members, camp operators play an
pool and local businesses with the ability
increasingly prominent role in offering training for camp
to offer products and services that
positions and job opportunities. For Aboriginal people, this
support camp operations.
can be key to entering the industrial wage economy without
having to leave their social and cultural environments.
In summary, rotational work and
camp operations can increase
the likelihood of benefitting
Aboriginal communities if two
key risk factors are managed.

Wandering River
Breakfast Program
TransCanada gives back to the
communities where they operate
in a number of ways, including
partnering with community groups,
supporting local initiatives and
encouraging their employees to be
involved in their neighbourhoods.
“So when we began establishing
our camp near Wandering River,
as part of our work with local
county officials, we reached out
to the community to see how we
could provide assistance,” said
Greg Bridgewater, Director of the
Grand Rapids Pipeline Project at
TransCanada. TransCanada staff
helped kick off a breakfast program,
which enables children to have
milk, yogurt, fruit, granola bars and
oatmeal as a mid-morning snack at
the Wandering River School.
For more information, go to
https://blog.transcanada.com/
the-most-important-meal-ofthe-day/.
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1.		The fly-over effect is
mitigated by:

Photo credit: TransCanada

Camp Life Training Program,
Blue Quills First Nations College
This program teaches employment
readiness for life in a camp and helps
participants prepare for work in
food services, housekeeping and
administration roles.
For more information, go to
http://www.bluequills.ca/camp-life.
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• Having a good understanding
of the skills, services and
products that are locally
available and providing
Aboriginal businesses with
fair access to contracting
opportunities.
• Offering transportation
support to allow Aboriginal
people to participate in oil
and gas employment.
2. Potential negative cumulative
impacts from industrial
development in the area
are avoided by consulting
Aboriginal communities as
part of the planning and
approval processes.
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ROTATIONAL WORKFORCE AND CAMPS
IN REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY
OF WOOD BUFFALO (RMWB)
EXAMINING THE HEART OF OIL SANDS DEVELOPMENT
The Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo (RMWB) is the one
region that has made significant progress in quantifying the
number of rotational workers and camps in the area.
The rotational workforce and work/
camp dynamic in the regional municipality is complex and unique for a
number of reasons:
•

The location of oil sands reserves
drives the intensity of industry activity
in the region. As a result, the region’s
economy is intrinsically tied to oil sands
and impacted by the cyclical nature of
oil prices. Many of Alberta’s other key
oil and gas operating regions have more
diverse economies including forestry
and agriculture.

• The development of oil sands operations
requires massive construction projects,
unlike much smaller oilfield construction required for traditional activity.
• Oil sands operations are expanding
further away from Fort McMurray.
• Oil sands production utilizes large
processing facilities that require a
workforce made up of highly technical
and in-demand occupations.
• Those same processing facilities
require turnaround maintenance –
an activity that needs many workers
for a relatively short period of time.

Photo credit: Alta-Fab Structures
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• The growth of in-situ operations has
increased seasonal drilling activity in
the region.
To assist with community planning,
the region has undertaken significant
research to better understand the growth
of project accommodations and rotational
workers in the region.

REGIONAL
MUNICIPALITY
OF WOOD BUFFALO
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ALMOST

61%

OF THE ROTATIONAL WORKERS
THAT PARTICIPATED IN THE RMWB
2012 CENSUS STUDY INDICATED THAT
IMPROVED/AFFORDABLE HOUSING
WAS A KEY FACTOR WHEN CONSIDERING RELOCATION

As Figure 6 shows, the growth
of workers in project accommodations increased significantly
in 2007–08, coinciding with the
rapid development of the oil
sands sector.
Camps became a necessity as the need
for construction and operations workers
far exceeded the availability of housing
and land available for development.
Prior to the decline in oil prices and
oil sands investment in 2014–15, the
regional municipality was still behind in
its attempt to provide more affordable
housing. A slowdown in oil sands-related
activity may provide an opportunity for
RMWB to address this housing challenge
and improve the availability of community services. If successful, the higher
cost of living and barriers to relocation
to the region may be mitigated and the
46,686* region would be better prepared for
rising demands in the future.

Photo credit: ATCO Structures and Logistics

FIGURE 6: POPULATION IN
PROJECT ACCOMMODATIONS
IN RMWB 2000–2014

Workers in Project Accommodations
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As part of the 2012 census, the
municipality reached out to 88 project
accommodations – 74 were occupied
and 14 were vacant or under construction. The maps on the following pages
illustrate the prominent use of camps
and indicate that the number of camp
residents in its northern region far
exceeded those in the southern region –
30,323 and 8,948 respectively. Although
the 2012 census identified 88 project
accommodations, the 2014 Shadow
Population Camp confirmed 122 project
accommodation sites, representing a
39% increase in just two years.

Source: Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo. Municipal Census 2012.
*Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo. 2014 Shadow Population Count.
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CENSUS 2012
LOCATION OF PROJECT ACCOMMODATIONS
Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo
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Census 2012 - Location of Project Accommodations
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CENSUS 2012
LOCATION OF PROJECT ACCOMMODATIONS
Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo
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THE SURVEY OF 1,801 WORKERS LIVING
IN NINE CAMPS PROVIDED A GLIMPSE
INTO WHO THE MUNICIPALITY’S
ROTATIONAL WORKERS ARE AND THEIR
CONNECTION TO THE COMMUNITIES
IN THE REGION.32

DEMOGRAPHICS

WORKERS LIVING IN
WORKERS LIVING
PROJECT
ACCOMODATIONS
IN P
ROJECT ACCOMMODATIONS

48.7% 49.3%
ARE FROM ALBERTA

ARE FROM OUTSIDE ALBERTA

2.0%
MALE
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52%

MARRIED OR COMMON-LAW

Similar to the data on interprovincial
workers in Alberta, the rotational oil
sands workers were more often male
(83%), married or in common-law relationships (52%) and older. The 50–54 year
olds represented the largest percentage
of respondents at 14%.
Meanwhile, 6.8% of the workers surveyed
identified themselves as Aboriginal – far
exceeding the 3.4% Aboriginal representation in the Canadian labour force.33

ARE FROM OUTSIDE CANADA

83%

The percentage of workers from outside
the province living in project accommodations was 49.3% compared to 48.7%
from Alberta. The remaining 2.0%
came from outside Canada. At 25.0%,
B.C. workers made up the greatest
percentage from outside of Alberta,
possibly reflecting the availability of
travel support from pick-up hubs in
that province. Workers from Saskatchewan made up less than 9.0% of the
out-of-province workers. Workers from
the Atlantic provinces made up 43.5%
of the workers surveyed – 16.0% from
Newfoundland and Labrador, 15.5%
from New Brunswick and 12.0% from
Nova Scotia.

14%

50–54 YEARS OLD

30

About 24% of the workers who participated in the survey reported working in
the oil sands for less than a year, 31%
reported working in the oil sands for 3 to
7 years, and 16% reported working 10+
years in the oil sands. Interestingly, only
7% indicated they had worked 7 to 10
years in the oil sands but there were no
indications as to why this year range was
not as well represented.
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WORK CAMPS’ ABILITY TO EXPAND AND
CONTRACT WITH WORKFORCE REQUIREMENTS HAS HELPED TO MITIGATE AGAINST
HAVING TO SUSTAIN THOUSANDS OF
UNEMPLOYED RESIDENTS RIDING OUT
THE INDUSTRY DOWNTURN.

COMMUNITY IMPACT
Wood Buffalo community leaders
expressed two concerns about the
prevalence of rotational workers and
work camps in the region:
• The pressure put on community
policing, health and social services.
• The lack of support for workers to
live locally.
The data gathered through the survey
did not present conclusive evidence
that workers living in these project
accommodations are frequent users
of community services. While half of
the respondents indicated they visit
the urban service area at least once
a month, 15% visited only once or
twice a year and 28% indicated they
never visit Fort McMurray. It seems
that solid measurement of the impact
of rotational workers on the region’s
services, with a view to informing
effective policy and decision-making,
is not available.
Some of the data appears to support
the notion that there is lack of support
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for workers to live locally, as less than 6%
of the survey respondents indicated they
were from the local urban/rural service
area. The combination of 12-hour shifts
and the distance between operations sites
and Fort McMurray makes it necessary
to accommodate workers on site during
workdays for safety reasons. Based
on interviews conducted with industry
representatives, many companies do
not support rotational travel from Wood
Buffalo communities in the same capacity
as they do from hubs outside of the region;
however, some of these same companies have implemented more supportive
transportation practices for local workers
in the Cold Lake/Bonnyville operations
area. Shorter travel times to site, lack of
air transportation routes and a somewhat
less competitive market are possible
reasons for supporting local employment.
A lack of affordable housing and a high
cost of living is also a significant barrier in
this area.
In addition to the safety factor, workforce camps have also helped to buffer
the region from the negative impacts of
the cyclical nature of the oil industry.
Construction and drilling activities are

31

capital intensive, so they are usually
the first impacted when the price of oil
drops. This often results in significant,
even if only temporary, job losses.
Work camps’ ability to expand and
contract with workforce requirements
has helped to mitigate against having
to sustain thousands of unemployed
residents riding out the industry
downturn.

Worker Visits to Urban Centres

28.3%

50.2%

6.4%
15.1%

At least once per month
Once every three months
Once or twice per year
Never
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CONCLUSION

Workforce mobility and rotational work in Alberta’s oil and gas
industry will continue to be a significant factor in Canada’s
economic well-being.
The prevalence of rotational work
arrangements and camps in Alberta’s
oil and gas industry has played a significant role in the industry’s growth by
increasing companies’ ability to attract
and retain skilled workers. With supports
in place to encourage workforce mobility,
Canada’s labour market has become
more efficient as workers from across
the country have multiple options to rotate
to locations where Alberta’s oil and gas
industry operates.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
Measuring Impacts

Demographic Data

The greatest concerns voiced by research
participants relate to the socio-economic
impact on communities located closest
to oil and gas developments. Some
communities believe that their policing
and health services, safety and overall
social well-being is compromised by
rotational workers and camps – whether
open, closed, temporary or permanent.
However, for the most part, companies
believe they have designed their rotations
and camps to have little to no negative
impact on local communities.

As mentioned, the data on how many
people reside in camps and information
on where they come from is limited.
Regular reporting that compares place
of work to place of residence and data
on Albertans who work rotations within
the province, as well as those from other
provinces or territories in Canada, could
prove very valuable.

The greatest challenge to the development
of sustainable practices with regards to
the rotational workforce and community
development is the availability of data.
Without concrete numbers, it is difficult
to accurately define the issues and challenges associated with rotational work,
which in turn, makes it difficult to guide
decision-making at community, company
and provincial government levels.
Measurement of the impacts of camps
and rotational workers on local health,
policing and social services, and other
social impacts does not exist, nor is it
required as part of the regulatory
approval process.
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Improved information gathering could also
enable oil and gas and camp operations
companies to implement more sophisticated workforce planning. Studies of their
employees could help to understand the
nuances of each life stage and associated
career expectations.

Maintaining a World-Class
Rotational Workforce
Despite the limitations of available data
and the challenges associated with
managing community impacts, it still
holds true that Alberta’s industry and
regulators have progressively evolved
its rotational workforce and camp life.
Minimizing community and environmental
impacts and maximizing worker quality
of life through best practices in safety,
scheduling and accommodations are now
integral to the workplace culture.
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USEFUL TERMS USED
IN THIS REPORT
Closed camps: Are owned by the oil and
gas company and are usually located on
the property of the oil and gas company.
Closed camps are more permanent
structures and are built to support longer
term operations of the company. Camp
operations in a closed camp are usually
contracted to an external company.

Living Out Allowance: Is provided by
oil companies to their employees and
contractors to address the fact that they
are often away from home and in remote
locations. The allowance is for accommodations and meals and is tax free
and therefore not to be included in the
employees’ income.

Dry camps: Camps are considered dry if
they do not permit workers to have access
to alcohol within the camp, usually for
safety reasons. Open camps are usually
dry camps.

Makeshift rotator: For companies where
employee relocation is an employment
requirement, individuals interviewed
for this report disclosed that it was
common to relocate by renting or buying
a small local residence while continuing
to commute at the beginning and end of
the rotation from their permanent home
located elsewhere.

Fly-over effect: Refers to a situation when
workers, goods or services are sourced
from a community outside the local
community.
Home province: Refers to the province
where a rotational worker maintains his or
her permanent residence.
Host province: Refers to the place of work
of a rotational worker. The nature and
location of work requires employees to
work away from their place of residence
for a specific period of time.
Interprovincial employees: Workers who
maintain a permanent residence in a given
province/territory while working in
a different province/territory.
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Open camps: Are operated by companies
who specialize in modular accommodation
and construction. Open camps are run
like a hotel but are more temporary so
that camp companies have the flexibility
to shut down, move or change the location
of the camp. Oil and gas companies, for
example, are able to reserve the number
of rooms they require for their rotational
staff and all of the camp services are
provided to them by the camp operators
based on the needs or requirements of the
specific company.
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Per diem: An allowance paid to oil
and gas workers to secure their own
accommodation if their work site is
within driving distance of a community
(i.e., 30–40 kilometres).
Rotational work: A work arrangement
that allows workers to have a set number
of days on a given work site, allowing them
to return home at the end of their work
schedule for a set number of days or time
off. The majority of rotational workers
are “fly-in, fly-out” / “drive-in, driveout” (depending on the nature of their
commute) as their place of residence is
often far from their place of work.
Shadow population: Workers who may
reside elsewhere but work in the municipality (of Wood Buffalo) for at least 30 days
per year.
Turnaround maintenance: Is a scheduled
shutdown of oil sands processing units for
overhaul and repairs.
Wet camps: Camps are considered wet
if they permit workers to have access to
alcohol within the camp. Closed camps
are usually wet camps.
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